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Abstract
This paper reviews recent developments in the study of migration and mobility, suggests likely
future directions and assesses their relevance for locality-based studies. Emphasis is placed on the
connections between residential migration and daily mobility and on the contribution of mobility
studies to migration research. Four key themes are pursued: the development of large digitized
databases, the potential use of genetic data, the importance of longitudinal studies of migration, and
the value of biographical information for migration research. It is suggested that more emphasis
could be placed on comparative studies both within Britain and between Britain and other countries,
on the role of transport and communications in migration, and on the ways in which migration and
mobility connect to the wider social, economic, cultural and political structures of society.
Introduction
The ability to move freely from one location to another is a fundamental human right.1 It is one way
in which people are able to shape their lives and connect to the economic, social and cultural
structures of the societies in which they live. Such moves can be over any distance or timescale, and
include (for example) long-distance international migration, the movement of refugees from zones
of conflict, residential change within one country, and short-distance daily travel to school, work, for
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shopping or to socialize. All such movement has a local dimension. It removes migrants from places
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of origin, brings new inhabitants to places of destination, or redistributes people on a daily basis. It
can divide families, disrupt local social, economic and cultural structures, and influence politics at
both local and national levels. It can also be life enhancing: providing new opportunities and fresh
perspectives. Although much contemporary discourse focuses attention on global issues (such as
refugee migration, global environmental change, world trade or international terrorism), and
research and teaching in history has increasingly foregrounded world history or global history as a
core dimension,3 I argue that in the context of migration and mobility (as for many other topics) the
local remains crucial. This also reflects arguments elsewhere that demonstrate the ways in which
reactions against globalization have led to increased localization of social movements, economic
production and political allegiances.4 In a world where global issues are increasingly dominant I
argue that there is an important role for local historical studies of migration and mobility. Not only
do such studies act as a valuable counterweight to accounts of globalization, but also they often
connect much more directly with the lives of the people involved.
Challenges and changes
Demographic research on population movement focuses overwhelmingly on residential moves,
usually placing most emphasis on those events that relocate people over some distance to another
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community or country. Short-distance moves within a community are relatively neglected, and the
daily flows of population that occur in all places are for the most part ignored. This is regrettable, as
short-distance migration and daily mobility (such as travel to work, to school, to shop or to visit
friends) are by far the most common events, and also have as much potential impact on people and
places as do longer-distance moves. The importance of all forms of mobility, including daily
interactions, is especially highlighted by contemporary mobilities researchers. The concept of the
‘new mobility paradigm’5 argues for the centrality of all forms of movement (physical and virtual) to
the construction of social, economic and cultural life, and sees it as one of the core structures of
society shaping the lives of individuals and the personality of communities.6 I argue that not only
does everyday mobility have the resonances developed by mobilities theories, but also that it has a
direct bearing on key demographic variables. For instance, mobility is usually necessary to meet a
partner thus influencing rates of nuptiality and potential fertility; all travel has associated risks and
may thus affect morbidity and mortality; and the knowledge gained through daily movements or
virtual mobility may contribute to the decision-making process for a residential move. I suggest that
historical demographers should consider everyday mobility alongside residential migration (both
short and long distance) rather than seeing them as distinct and unconnected processes. Everyday
mobility is also, of course, primarily a local process.
In addition to research on all forms of movement coming from mobilities scholars, there have been a
number of other key changes and challenges to historical migration research in recent years. In this
paper I focus on just four of these. Here I briefly introduce these themes and consider their
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relevance for locality-based historical demography. In the subsequent section I suggest a possible
research agenda for future studies of local populations which in part responds to some of these
challenges. First, there has been an increasing emphasis on the importance of ‘big data’, facilitated
by a combination of improved computing power and greater data availability, be that through the
digitization of existing records7 or the collection of new data through means such as crowdsourcing.8
In Britain one of the most important developments in the digitization of census data that may be
used for migration research has been the Integrated Census Microdata project (I-CeM).9 This
provides anonymized records from (almost) all of the census enumerators’ books of England,
Scotland and Wales from 1851-1911,10 thus allowing detailed statistical and spatial analysis of
residential change from place of birth to place of residence on census night over six decades.11 While
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such data most obviously lend themselves to the study of large areas (the whole country or regions
within Britain), the ready availability of parish-level data also provides opportunities for local studies.
Unfortunately, the anonymized data do not allow the record linkage of individuals.
A second area where there have been significant advances in both scientific techniques and data
availability is in the use of genetic markers to examine stability and movement within human
populations. By analysing the DNA of present-day populations it is possible to identify likely migrant
origins, locate regions where a distinctive gene pool has been maintained and, through the analysis
of archaeological remains, to establish links to the DNA of past populations. Such techniques may be
used to examine large-scale movements over long time periods,12 regional and local clustering of
distinctive populations,13 or – as in the celebrated case of King Richard III – match DNA from human
remains to known living relatives to prove the identity of a skeleton.14 The commercial family history
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company Ancestry now even offers a DNA testing service to try to establish information about where
an individual’s ancestors may have come from and who they might be related to.15 Although such
research requires the combination of a range of rather different skills, there must be potential to
utilize data gained from research on human genetics to learn more about the composition and
origins of local populations.
Migration research in Britain suffers from the lack of genuinely longitudinal data. This means that
most migration studies rely on census birthplace data which, necessarily, provide only a partial view
of life-time migration experiences. Most moves that occur between census years are missed (though
some may be inferred from the birthplaces of children), leading to both the total volume of
migration being misrepresented and certain categories of migration (such as frequent short-distance
moves within one community) being disproportionately under-recorded. In contrast, in much of
continental Europe population registration provides longitudinal data that records all residential
moves and thus allows a much fuller picture of migration and population change to be established.16
One challenge for British migration historians has been to find ways to fill the gaps left by census
birthplace data and to reconstruct something approaching a longitudinal dataset. Probably the most
comprehensive attempt to do this so far used data collected from family historians from all parts of
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the country to reconstruct life-time residential histories for over 16,000 individuals.17 These data
provided good estimates of migratory change at national and regional levels but sample sizes were
too small to allow analysis in specific localities. Since this study the digitization of many nominal
records has made it much easier (though by no means straightforward and still very timeconsuming) to construct individual life histories, and there will still be gaps in the record as moves
that occurred between recorded events will be missed.18 The detailed record linkage required to
construct individual migration life histories is most easily tackled at a local level and there is scope
for many more migration studies that generate genuinely longitudinal data that captures most (if not
all) residential moves undertaken by a sample of individuals.
One way in which more complete data on individual mobility (both residential migration and daily
movements) can be captured is through the use of life writing. This can take the form of diaries,
letters, life histories and autobiographies. Although necessarily restricted to a very small (and in no
way statistically representative) sample of people, an approach through life writing can provide a
fresh perspective on the frequency and experiences of population movement, together with its
motives and effects. A biographical approach to the study of migration is not new,19 but it has been
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used relatively rarely in historical research where the researcher must rely on scarce, scattered and
often hard to read diaries or accounts rather than on the more easily-collected interview data used
in contemporary studies.20 Life writing sources can also be used to (at least partially) reconstruct
everyday mobility: an aspect of population movement that is unlikely to be recorded in any other
sources. Such studies allow the exploration in an historical context of the mobilities concepts
mentioned above.21 Used in conjunction with other sources life writing ca provide significant insights
into the experiences of mobility and migration at the local level.
Responses: towards a research agenda
Because sources for the detailed historical study of migration and mobility are so limited it is never
likely to be possible to answer all the questions that might be raised. However, it is the case that
approaches through local studies can provide insights that may be missed in research conducted at
the regional or national level. In this section I suggest some avenues along which future research on
migration and mobility might progress, how it might meet some of the challenges outlined above
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and where the local dimension is particularly important. Of course, these are not the only avenues
that may be pursued, and most are not in themselves new. However, there is considerable scope to
extend and develop existing research in all these areas.
Comparative studies of migration and mobility either within one country or between different
nations are relatively rare, due in part to the time-consuming nature of such research and the
incompatibility of sources in different countries. At the international level in particular this has led to
a tendency to emphasize the differences between countries, and to argue for a degree of
exceptionalism with regard to migration in Britain. However, detailed comparative studies can
challenge such assumptions and usually show that processes of migration operated in similar ways
over both time and space.22 Even within Britain although there are many excellent studies of aspects
of migration to and within specific localities, there are few genuinely comparative studies of regions
or communities.23 It would be good to see more carefully chosen comparative studies of migration
and mobility in the pages of this journal and elsewhere.
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There is considerable scope for historical research on migration and mobility to engage more with
the ideas and concepts used by contemporary mobility researchers (outlined briefly above) and,
especially, to examine the connections between residential migration and everyday mobility. As
mentioned above not only is daily mobility rarely studied from an historical perspective (and this is
something that can only be investigated at the local level by using detailed archival sources including
life writing), but also the ways in which everyday travel might influence residential migration have
been almost totally neglected. There have been some studies of the links between residential moves
and travel to work distances, especially in the twentieth century as improved transport allowed
longer commuting journeys and gave people a genuine choice of either moving home or a longer
journey to work,24 but in other contexts the links remain largely unexplored. There has also been
very little consideration of the role of transport in historical studies of migration or mobility. The
availability of transport, both in terms of technological change and personal access can influence the
ability of people to move over longer distances, and may affect everyday decisions about migration
and mobility. Such connections, between migration, mobility and transport can most easily be
investigated at the local level and could form fruitful areas of research for LPSS members.25 For
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instance, how did changes in public transport provision and shifts in access to private modes of
travel in the twentieth century influence the propensity to travel, widen horizons and thus
potentially influence a future residential move?
All forms of movement are experiences that have the potential to stick in the mind and to influence
later decisions about travel for any reason. However, in an historical context the experience of travel
– be it for residential migration or for everyday mobility – is hard to study. While contemporary
researchers may interview respondents the historical researcher relies on archival records or oral
history. Both present problems as experiences are rarely recorded in official records and memories
of mundane everyday events such as travel may fade or be distorted by later experiences. Most
studies of migration rely on census or registration records which can provide information on the size,
composition and direction of movement, but almost nothing on the experience of a move. Local
historical studies are well placed to fill this gap and to not only focus on the bare statistics of
movement but to also explore the experiences of such travel and the possible impacts of movement
on later mobility decisions and associated life events.26 Relevant information may be gained from a
range of archival and family history sources including local newspapers, personal accounts, letters,
diaries and life histories. The time-consuming nature of such research means that it must be
conducted at the local level, but if more such studies were available then some generalization may
also be possible. I urge historical demographers working at the local level to consider not only the
statistics of movement but also the personal benefits, costs and experiences of these potentially lifechanging events.
Population movement is not disconnected from the society and culture in which it is situated, but all
too often when viewed through the largely statistical lens of the historical demographer this does
26
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seem to be the case. Through studies at the local level it is possible to examine such connections
much more closely and to consider the ways in which migration and mobility affect not only the
individuals involved but also the societies and communities in which it is located and which are
affected by such movement. While some forms of mobility may take place almost unnoticed, most
will have an impact on both communities of loss and gain. Such impacts may be economic, social,
cultural or environmental, but above all they all have potential political implications that may, in
turn, shape future society. We know that attitudes to migrants in twenty-first century Britain have
shaped political views, contributing to increased prejudice against some groups of the population
and the vote in June 2016 to leave the European Union in an attempt to more directly control
migration from the EU (among other issues). However, the ways in which population movement
influenced social attitudes and political persuasions in the past is much more rarely studied. There is,
of course, much well-documented evidence for both local and national prejudice against large and
high-profile groups of migrants such as Catholic Irish in the mid-nineteenth century and Jewish
migrants from Eastern Europe in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries,27 but attitudes
towards other less visible migrants are harder to discern and more rarely considered.28 However, the
impact of all forms of population movement on individual communities can be considerable, and the
ways in which it shaped social attitudes and local politics can only be studied through the use of
detailed local archival sources. As with all the above themes, if such studies can also be conducted
27
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within a longitudinal frame, looking at changes over time and shifts in attitudes, experiences and
expectations this is an added bonus to research in local population history.
Conclusions
Migration and mobility are in many ways the neglected dimensions of historical demography. Unlike
fertility and mortality population movement is not a finite event that can be easily recorded or
measured. Movement takes place over any distance, many times in the lives of most people, and
with a wide range of potential effects. This was recognized ten years ago by Richard Smith who
stated that migration ‘has been treated as a shadowy variable’ by historical demographers.29 Little
has changed since then with only around 14 per cent of substantive contributions to LPS in the last
20 issues devoted to any aspect of migration, mobility or ethnicity. This short article has argued not
only that migration and mobility are important (and connected) aspects of population change, but
also that they have especial resonance at the local level. I also argue that there remain many
important and exciting avenues for future research within which local studies can make a critical
contribution. Indeed, many topics can only be effectively studied at the local level. The itinerary of
current challenges and future research avenues that I present is not, of course, exhaustive: many
other themes could be identified. However, hopefully this article will stimulate more readers of this
journal to turn their attention to the study of migration and mobility in their locality, and to think
critically and incisively about the role of all forms of movement in historical demography.
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